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ABSTRACT

While there is an increasing academic research focusing on value perception in the hospitality and tourism industry, not much study has explore the relationship between tourist’s perceived destination attributes and shopping intentions. Therefore, this research explores the influence of value perceptions on tourists’ souvenir purchase decisions. Particularly, this study seeks to answer two specific research questions: 1) will value perception have a direct influence on tourist souvenir buying intentions? and 2) which aspect of perceived value has stronger ties with tourist souvenir buying intentions.

A convenience sample of 380 respondents from a southeastern US university filled out survey instruments. The survey instrument consists of questions asking respondents their demographics, souvenir buying intentions, and destination value perceptions. All the value and intention questions were measured by a 5-point Likert type scale: 1=absolutely disagree and 5=absolutely agree. Meanwhile, demographic questions solicit respondents’ gender, age, ethnicity, highest education, and household income.

Descriptive statistics and reliability of the scaled used in this study were computed. Results show that all value dimensions had an alpha higher than .85 achieving high-reliability score. The outcomes of the study reveal that approximately 90% of the respondents aged were between 18-25. Additionally, about 52% of the participants were female and Caucasians and African Americans were the two majority ethnicity groups in this study. Further analysis discloses that there are significant positive influences between all five-value perceptions (functional, value for money, emotional, novelty, and social) and tourists’ souvenir purchase intentions.

In addition, results suggest that destination marketers should focus on the strong indicators, such as functional, value for money, and emotional value, when optimizing future marketing and planning strategies. Future studies should investigate the underlying causes for choosing certain types of souvenirs. It is also promising to cross-validate the structural relationship in other cultures and in other settings.
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